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In Yesterday’s Session

Bullion which was trading weak in early half showed some recovery by end of session. Price was in pressure earlier as a
stronger dollar and rising U.S. government bond yields continued to weigh on the demand. The yield on 10-year U.S.
Treasury notes rose as high as 3.117%, the highest level since 2011. Bond yields move inversely to bullion prices. Gold in
COMEX tested low of $1284, its lowest level since December but recovered up to $1294. Gold made high of $1325 levels on
11th May and in last four session price has slipped by $41. In MCX price opened on negative note at 30976 levels and fell to
low of 30850 while recovering to 31000. Gold is trading near support zone of 30800-30900 levels, expect some recovery
from these levels but overall trend should remain bearish. Sliver tested intraday low of 39820 levels and price showed
recovery from these lower levels to high of 40200. Expect higher levels of 40150-40250 to act as resistance and price should
again slipped back to 39700 levels.

Crude continues with its rally but shredded intraday gain. Crude has rallied this month to the highest level in more than
three years after U.S. withdrew from a 2015 pact between Iran and world powers that had earlier eased sanctions on Iran.
WTI in NYMEX has moved up to high of $72.30 in Thursday’s session. In MCX price opened at 4840, and tested high if 4899
levels. In second half profit selling at higher levels pulled crude to low of 4828 levels. Price has made short term top of 4899
levels and correction up to low of 4700 levels is possible. NG climbed up 194 levels after inventory near its highest levels in
almost four months.

In Base Metals pack, most of the metals recovered from lower levels. Aluminium prices slipped after inventories increased
in LME, showing availability of supplies that could fill a gap if U.S. sanctions on Rusal are not lifted. On-warrant Aluminium
stocks in warehouses surged by 153,075 tonnes or 18 percent. Nickel rose 1% to 987 levels. It is the best performing LME
metal this year with gains of about 15%, but traders are cautious about further gains due to an extended net long
speculative position. Overall metals are looking strong for intraday and dip in price should be used to create long position.

Technical Levels for 
METALS

METALS S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 TREND

GOLD 30350 30700 30870 31100 31350 31550 Bearish

SILVER 39450 39800 40080 40380 40580 40800 Bearish

CRUDE 4715 4755 4795 4840 4870 4930 Bearish

NG 185 189 192 195 198 202 Bullish

COPPER 457 460 462 465 468 472 Bullish

NICKEL 970 982 993 1008 1014 1021 Bullish

LEAD 154.40 156.50 158 162 164 168 Bullish

ZINC 203 205 207 211 213 216 Bearish
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Technical Levels for Currency

CURRENCY

S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 Trend

USDINR 67.26 67.44 67.65 67.92 68.12 68.35 BEARISH

EURINR 79.10 79.38 79.60 79.72 80.13 80.25 BEARISH

GBPINR 91.09 91.28 91.55 91.73 91.90 92.11 BEARISH

JPYINR 61.14 61.33 61.68 62.00 62.13 62.28 BEARISH

Todays Event 

Time IST KEY EVENT (US) EXPCD PREV IMPACT

No US Data
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How to these Technical Levels

S1, S2 & S3 are Support Levels.
R1, R2, R3 are Resistance Levels.

If Expected Trend is Bullish
Try to take long position around support Levels
And Exit around Resistance Levels.

If Expected Trend is Bearish
Try to take Short position around Resistance Levels.
And Exit around Support Levels.
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